Next generation sequencing characterizes the extent of HLA diversity in an Argentinian registry population.
Next generation DNA sequencing is used to determine the HLA-A, -B, -C, -DRB1, and -DQB1 assignments of 1472 unrelated volunteers for the unrelated donor registry in Argentina. The analysis characterized all HLA exons and introns for class I alleles; at least exons 2, 3 for HLA-DRB1; and exons 2 to 6 for HLA-DQB1. Of the distinct alleles present, there are 330 class I and 98 class II. The majority (~98%) of the cumulative allele frequency at each locus is contributed by alleles that appear at a frequency of at least 1 in 1000. Fourteen (18.2%) of the 77 novel class I and II alleles carry nonsynonymous variation within their exons; 52 (75.4%) class I novel alleles carry only single, apparently random, nucleotide variation within their introns/untranslated regions. Alleles encoding protein variation not usually detected by typing focused only on the exons encoding the antigen recognition domain are 1.0% of the class I assignments and 7.3% of the class II assignments (predominantly DQB1*02:02:01, DQB1*03:19:01, and DRB1*14:54:01). Updates to the common and well documented list of alleles include 10 alleles previously thought to be uncommon but that are found at least 30 times. Five locus haplotypes estimated using the expectation-maximization algorithm as present 3 or more times total 187. While the known HLA diversity continues to increase, the conservation of known allele sequences is remarkable. Overall, the HLA diversity observed in the Argentinian population reflects its European and Native American ancestry.